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The Nightmareland Chronicles 
 

by Daniel Barnett 
 
An ongoing serialized adventure horror epic following one man's 

journey to reach his estranged daughter in a world claimed by eternal 

night, where nightmares manifest beyond dreams. THE 

NIGHTMARELAND CHRONICLES is beautifully written with 

meaningful character development and shows us horrors at a deeply 

human level--from relationships we crave and avoid to our hidden pasts 

and secrets to our deepest, darkest fears only kept at bay by our 

subconscious.  

For fans of THE LAST OF US and LISEY'S STORY. John Hawthorne 

has a violent past and keeps to himself save for his nightly, abstemious 

vigil at the town bar, where began a brief but complicated tryst with 

bartender Mariah Nowak, who can’t help but be drawn to John despite 

his chilly remoteness. The day the sun disappears, the unlikely pair set 

out on the road together after John receives a strange message from his 

daughter. The two meet others along the way who are adapting to the 

terrible unknown, sunless world, including a young deaf boy, Marcus, 

who joins their convoy across America where they encounter lumbering 

monstrosities from nightmares made real. Books 1-5 published 

(Nightfall; Lullaby; Sleepwalking; The Flashlighters; City of Blood); book 6 (Lily) in pre-pub; total of 12 

books planned. 

 
Rights Sold:  
Publisher: Daniel Barnett 
Publication Date: May 2020 

 
 
About the Author 
 

Daniel Barnett is a lover of stories--especially the scary ones. He has four published novels and is currently 

hard at work on the Nightmareland Chronicles, an ongoing adventure horror epic. He will appear as the 

featured author in The Cellar Door, Issue #1: Woodland Terrors with his novelette "Pigfoot." He also has 

tales in the forthcoming Blackberry Blood from Snow-Capped Press and What One Wouldn't Do from editor 

Scott Moses, and his short story "The Sadie Hawkins" placed in the top 6 for the 2015 Aeon Award. 

 

Daniel Barnett is represented by Karmen Wells.
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Darkest Hours Expanded Edition 
 

by Mike Thorn 
 
Between the covers of Darkest Hours, you will find academics in 

distress; humans abusing monsters; demons terrorizing people; ghostly 

reminiscences; resurrected trauma; and occult filmmaking. Ranging 

from satirical to dreadful, these sixteen stories share a distinct voice: 

urgent, sardonic, and brutal. 

This expanded edition includes a new foreword by Sadie Hartmann 

(Mother Horror) and author notes for every story describing Thorn’s 

process, influences, and more. This updated release also features 

seventeen of Thorn’s essays on horror cinema, which cover films by 

Tobe Hooper, George A. Romero, Rob Zombie, M. Night Shyamalan, 

Wes Craven, and Dario Argento, among others. 

 
Rights Sold: World English and Audio 
Publisher: Journalstone 
Publication Date: Spring 2021 

 
 
About the Author 
 

Mike Thorn is the author of Darkest Hours and Dreams of Lake Drukka & Exhumation. His debut novel 

Shelter for the Damned will be released through JournalStone in 2021. His fiction has appeared in numerous 

magazines, anthologies and podcasts, including Dark Moon Digest, The NoSleep Podcast, Turn to Ash and 

Tales to Terrify. His film criticism has been published in MUBI Notebook, The Film Stage, and Vague 

Visages. He completed his M.A. with a major in English literature at the University of Calgary, where he 

wrote a thesis on epistemophobia in John Carpenter’s Prince of Darkness. 

 

Mike Thorn is represented by Stacey Kondla.
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Egg Island 
 

by Sara Flemington 
 
Two laconic teenage runaways plunge deep into remote Northern 

Ontario, searching for an extraordinary place that may or may not exist.  

On the move for who knows how long, or how much longer still, Julia, 

age unknown, walks into a gas station. There, the tall, ominous kid with 

a studded belt and crusty eyebrow ring stocking cans into the fridge 

stops his work, and leads her out back to the restroom. What happens 

next is technically grand theft auto. Julia is a runaway in search of the 

elusive locale known as Egg Island, a place where, she has been told, the 

sky breaks the exosphere and the true identity of her maker will be 

revealed. Julia’s journey is the story of the shy camaraderie between two 

bruised teens, stretching beyond roads, forests, and outer space, as they 

learn to reconcile their histories with the big, open future. 

 
Rights Sold: English (NA) 
Publisher: Dundurn / Rare Machines 
Publication Date: Summer 2022 

 
 
About the Author 
 

Sara Flemington’s short fiction has appeared in publications such as The Humber Literary Review, 

subTerrain, and The Feathertale Review, among others. She earned her BA from York University and MFA 

in Creative Writing from the University of Guelph. Sara lives in Toronto. 

 

Sara Flemington is represented by Sam Hiyate.
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The Beautiful Place 
 

by Lee Gowan 
 
Lee Gowan’s new novel, an audacious sequel to Sinclair Ross’ prairie 

classic, As for Me and My House, is about a man who is in trouble in 

love and work—a darkly funny cautionary tale for our times. 

“A preposterous, pan-Canadian tale, straight-faced, that evolves into a 

quest for a dead man’s frozen head. Subtly hilarious, beautifully crafted 

and with lots of moving parts, this novel is fresh, original, and 

compelling.” --Ken McGoogan 

The man we know only as Bentley is facing a triple threat—in other 

words, his life is a hot mess every way he looks. Like anyone who feels 

that he’s on the brink of annihilation, Bentley thinks back to his misspent 

youth, which was also when he met his famous grandfather, the painter 

Philip Bentley, for the first time. To make matters worse, he has 

inherited his grandfather’s tendency to self-doubt, as well as that cranky 

artist’s old service pistol. Our hero is confused about so much. How did 

he end up as a cryonics salesman—a huckster for a dubious afterlife—

when he wanted to be a writer? And who is the mysterious Mary 

Abraham, and why is she the thread unravelling his unhappy present? 

What will be left when all the strands come undone? Lee Gowan’s The Beautiful Place is the best kind of 

journey: both psychological and real, with a lot of quick-on-the-draw conversations and stunning scenery 

along the way—and only one gun, which may or may not be loaded. 

 
Rights Sold: English (Canada) 
Publisher: Thistledown Press 
Publication Date: Fall 2021 

 
 
About the Author 
 

Lee Gowan grew up on a farm near Swift Current, Saskatchewan. He is the author of Going to Cuba, a 

collection of short stories, and of Make Believe Love, a New Face of Fiction novel that was nominated for the 

Trillium Award. His first screenplay, Paris or Somewhere, won three screenwriting awards and was 

nominated for a Gemini. He currently directs the creative writing program at the School of Continuing 

Studies, University of Toronto. 

 

Lee Gowan is represented by Sam Hiyate.
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The Lost Expert 
 

by Hal Niedzviecki 
 
When Chris, an unambitious young waiter, walks through the park on his 

way home from work, he stumbles onto the set of a Hollywood film — 

and is promptly mistaken for the missing lead actor. 

Corralled into filming a scene for The Lost Expert — director Bryant 

Reed’s last-ditch effort to restore his reputation — Chris assumes the 

identity of international action star Thomson Holmes, and disconnects 

from his real life. He falls deeply into his newfound identity as Holmes 

and as his character in the film, a struggling young man who has the 

ability to find lost people and things. 

Tensions mount as Chris gradually learns of the real Thomson Holmes’ 

scandals and accusations of sexual misconduct. Meanwhile, the real 

Thomson Holmes continues to be disappeared and Chris has more and 

more reason to fear he’ll be next. As he tries to figure out what happened 

to the actor, he grapples with his role as imposter and whether he can — 

or even should — extricate himself from reinvention. 

 
Rights Sold: English (NA) 
Publisher: Cormorant Books 
Publication Date: Fall 2021 

 
 
About the Author 
 

Hal Niedzviecki is a writer, speaker, culture commentator and editor whose work challenges preconceptions 

and confronts readers with the offenses of everyday life. He is the author of eleven books of fiction and 

nonfiction, including The Archaeologists, which was shortlisted for the Mary Scorer Award for Best Book by 

a Manitoba Publisher. Niedzviecki is also the founder and publisher of Broken Pencil: The magazine of zine 

culture and the independent arts. He lives in Toronto with his wife, two daughters, and the family animal. 

 

Hal  Niedzviecki is represented by Sam Hiyate.
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All is Well 
 

by Katherine Walker 
 
Christine Wright is having a bad day. She’s an ex-special forces soldier 

and a recovering alcoholic, and now her new career as an Anglican 

Minister has started off with the worst kind of bang. Could it be her 

reflexes are a little too twitchy for this job? 

From the opening page, this fast-paced tale is all about a cover up: the 

burying of a body, while fending off an angry widow, and a very 

suspicious parishioner appalled by the loss of a precious church artifact. 

And then there’s the vengeful plot of a terminally ill military-cop-

turned-stalker who plans to get Christine locked up if it’s the last thing 

he does. 

Among the many revelations and surprises we experience is the fact that 

we’re instantly on the side of the unfailingly flawed and irreverent 

Christine—who cannot imitate a perfectly pious priest even though her 

life so clearly depends on it. Mystic Julian Norwich, she of the famous 

“all shall be well, and all manner of thing shall be well,” is the patron 

saint of this wickedly funny novel. 

All is well for Katherine Walker’s readers despite, or because of, 

Reverend Wright’s many wrongs. 

 

 
Rights Sold: Canada 
Publisher: Thistledown Press 
Publication Date: Fall 2021 

 
 
About the Author 
 

Katherine Walker was born and raised in Calgary where she studied fine arts. After working as a graphic 

designer, Katherine joined the Royal Canadian Navy, which took her to both coasts and out to sea. Her recent 

graduate studies in divinity, along with her artistic and military background, enhance her journey through 

life. You can talk with Katherine about divine guidance, dismantling underwater mines, or the connection 

between beauty and truth. Katherine is grateful for the tradition of story, the wilderness, and every breath in 

this amazing life. All Is Well is her first book. 

 

Katherine Walker is represented by Stacey Kondla.
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Welcome to Planet Lara 
 

by Eliza Gordon 
 
Lara J. Clarke is used to getting her own way. Motherless at ten and 

raised by her oft-absent eco-warrior/philanthropist grandfather, she lives 

the high life afforded by her seemingly bottomless trust fund—swanky 

downtown Vancouver loft, apartments and villas around the world just a 

chartered flight away, a passport overflowing with stamps from the 

chicest hot spots, a closet bursting with catwalk couture, and a spoiled 

B-list actor boyfriend whose interest in Lara is tied to her exclusive 

L’Inconnu wallet. 

That is until Grandfather Archibald sheds his mortal coil in a very public 

manner, and Lara’s privileged life is set adrift—and headed for a 

collision course with the gorgeous, private Thalia Island off the coast of 

British Columbia. According to the will, Lara will step into the role of 

Project Administrator, wherein she has one year to fulfill her late 

grandfather’s dream of a self-sustaining, eco-friendly, family-centered 

utopia. 

Convinced Thalia Island will be an extension of the heiress lifestyle 

she’s long led, Lara is surprised to find her new coworkers—and 

neighbors—aren’t as pliable as the underlings of her former life. Even with the hunky lead engineer Finan 

Rowleigh showing her the ropes, Lara quickly learns just how unprepared she is to trade her Louboutins for 

steel-toed Timberlands. When a series of calamities reveals a sinister element undermining the security of the 

island and her residents, Lara and Finan must reach beyond their job descriptions to protect Archibald’s 

precious utopia from those who would do her harm. 

 
Rights Sold: World English and Audio 
Publisher: SGA Books and Dreamscape Media 
Publication Date: April 2021 

 
 
About the Author 
 

A native of Portland, Oregon, Eliza Gordon (a.k.a. Jennifer Sommersby) has lived up and down the West 

Coast of the United States. Since 2002, home has been a suburb of Vancouver, British Columbia. When not 

lost in a writing project, Eliza is a copy editor, mom, wife, bibliophile, Superman freak, and the proud parent 

of two very spoiled tuxedo cats. Eliza writes stories to help you believe in the Happily Ever After; Jennifer 

Sommersby writes young adult fiction. Her debut, Sleight, was published in 2018 by HarperCollins Canada, 

Sky Pony (US), and Prószynski i S-ka (Poland). The sequel, titled Scheme in the US and The Undoing in 

Canada, released March and April 2020. You can learn more on her website at: 

https://www.elizagordon.com/ 

 

Eliza Gordon is represented by Stacey Kondla.
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Orange City  
 

by Lee Matthew Goldberg 
 
Imagine a secret, hidden city that gives a second chance at life for those 

selected to come: felons, deformed outcasts, those on the fringe of the 

Outside World. Everyone gets a job, a place to live; but you are bound to 

the city forever. You can never leave.  

Its citizens are ruled by a monstrous figure called the "Man" who 

resembles a giant demented spider from the lifelike robotic limbs 

attached to his body. Everyone follows the man blindly, working hard to 

make their Promised Land stronger, too scared to defy him and be 

discarded to the Empty Zones. 

After ten years as an advertising executive, Graham Weatherend 

receives an order to test a new client, Pow! Sodas. After one sip of the 

orange flavor, he becomes addicted, the sodas causing wild mood swings 

that finally wake him up to the prison he calls reality.  

A dynamic mash-up of 1984 meets LOST, ORANGE CITY is a lurid, 

dystopian first book in a series, shining a light on how fragile our own 

democracy is and how easily it can be destroyed, continuing with the 

explosive sequel LEMONWORLD. 

 
Rights Sold: World English  
Publisher: Atmosphere Press  
Publication Date: March 2021  

 
 
About the Author 
 

Lee Matthew Goldberg is the author of the six novels including THE ANCESTOR and THE MENTOR, 

currently in development as a film off his original script. He has been published in multiple languages and 

nominated for the Prix du Polar. After graduating with an MFA from the New School, his writing has also 

appeared in The Millions, Vol. 1 Brooklyn, LitReactor, Monkeybicycle, Fiction Writers Review, Cagibi, 

Necessary Fiction, Hypertext, the anthology Dirty Boulevard, The Montreal Review, The Adirondack 

Review, The New Plains Review, Underwood Press and others. He is the co-curator of The Guerrilla Lit 

Reading Series and lives in New York City. Follow him at LeeMatthewGoldberg.com 

 

This book is represented by Natalie Kimber.
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The Ancestor 
 

by Lee Matthew Goldberg 
 
A man wakes up in present-day Alaskan wilderness with no idea who he 

is, nothing on him save an empty journal with the date 1898 and a 

mirror. He sees another man hunting nearby, astounded that they look 

exactly alike except for his own beard. After following this other man 

home, he witnesses a wife and child that brings forth a rush of memories 

of his own wife and child, except he’s certain they do not exist in 

modern times—but from his life in the late 1800s. After recalling his 

name is Wyatt, he worms his way into his doppelganger Travis Barlow’s 

life.  

Memories become unearthed the more time he spends, making him 

believe that he’d been frozen after coming to Alaska during the Gold 

Rush and that Travis is his great-great grandson. Wyatt is certain gold 

still exists in the area and finding it with Travis will ingratiate himself to 

the family, especially with Travis’s wife Callie, once Wyatt falls in love. 

This turns into a dangerous obsession affecting the Barlows and 

everyone in their small town, since Wyatt can’t be tamed until he also 

discovers the meaning of why he was able to be preserved on ice for 

over a century. A meditation on love lost and unfulfilled dreams, The 

Ancestor is a thrilling page-turner in present day Alaska and a historical adventure about the perilous Gold 

Rush expeditions where prospectors left behind their lives for the promise of hope and a better future. 

 
Rights Sold: World English 
Publisher: All Due Respect 
Publication Date: Fall 2020 

 
 
About the Author 
 

Lee Matthew Goldberg is the author of the six novels including THE ANCESTOR and THE MENTOR, 

currently in development as a film off his original script. He has been published in multiple languages and 

nominated for the Prix du Polar. After graduating with an MFA from the New School, his writing has also 

appeared in The Millions, Vol. 1 Brooklyn, LitReactor, Monkeybicycle, Fiction Writers Review, Cagibi, 

Necessary Fiction, Hypertext, the anthology Dirty Boulevard, The Montreal Review, The Adirondack 

Review, The New Plains Review, Underwood Press and others. He is the co-curator of The Guerrilla Lit 

Reading Series and lives in New York City. Follow him at LeeMatthewGoldberg.com 

 

This book is represented by Sam Hiyate.
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Stalker Stalked 
 

by Lee Matthew Goldberg 
 
Lexi Mazur is a depressed, alcoholic, pill-popper whose only joy has 

become her reality TV shows, often fantasizing that the people on TV 

are a part of her world. After her boyfriend Steve leaves her, she fixates 

on the show Socialites and its star Magnolia Artois, following every 

facet of the girl’s life on social media in the hopes of befriending and 

becoming more like her. 

But stalking isn’t new to Lexi. She ultimately won over her ex Steve by 

following and manipulating every minute detail about him so he’d fall 

for her. In fact, she landed her other ex-boyfriend Jeremy in the same 

way. Being a pharma rep, she’s used to manipulation to get doctors to 

buy her drugs, along with the perk of saving pills for herself. 

But what happens when the stalker gets stalked? 

Recently, Lexi has felt someone watching her: in her apartment in 

Queens, at her job. At first, she thinks her mind’s playing tricks, but the 

watcher is behaving just like she would. And soon they begin leaving 

threatening clues like she starts to do to Magnolia once her obsession 

grows more dangerous. Is it one of her exes out for revenge? Her only 

real friend from childhood who she’s always had an unhealthy rivalry? A detective who may have figured 

her out? The reality star Magnolia trying to turn the tables? Or even someone she might not know? 

Lexi learns the only way to beat her stalker is to use her own stalking prowess to outsmart them at their own 

game. But has she finally met her match? 

 
Rights Sold: World English 
Publisher: All Due Respect 
Publication Date: Fall 2021 

 
 
About the Author 
 

Lee Matthew Goldberg is the author of the six novels including THE ANCESTOR and THE MENTOR, 

currently in development as a film off his original script. He has been published in multiple languages and 

nominated for the Prix du Polar. After graduating with an MFA from the New School, his writing has also 

appeared in The Millions, Vol. 1 Brooklyn, LitReactor, Monkeybicycle, Fiction Writers Review, Cagibi, 

Necessary Fiction, Hypertext, the anthology Dirty Boulevard, The Montreal Review, The Adirondack 

Review, The New Plains Review, Underwood Press and others. He is the co-curator of The Guerrilla Lit 

Reading Series and lives in New York City. Follow him at LeeMatthewGoldberg.com 

 

This book is represented by Sam Hiyate.
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The Myth of Capitalism: 
Monopolies and the Death of 
Competition 

 

by Jonathan Tepper & Denise Hearn 
 
A Financial Times Best Book 

The Myth of Capitalism tells the story of how America has gone from an 

open, competitive marketplace to an economy where a few very 

powerful companies dominate key industries that affect our daily lives. 

We have the illusion of choice, but for most critical decisions, we have 

only one or two companies, when it comes to high-speed Internet, health 

insurance, medical care, mortgage title insurance, social networks, 

Internet searches, or even consumer goods like toothpaste. 

Every day, the average American transfers a little of their pay check to 

monopolists and oligopolists. The solution is vigorous anti-trust 

enforcement to return America to a period where competition created 

higher economic growth, more jobs, higher wages and a level playing 

field for all. 

The Myth of Capitalism is the story of industrial concentration, but it matters to everyone, because the stakes 

could not be higher. It tackles the big questions of: why is the US becoming a more unequal society, why is 

economic growth anemic despite trillions of dollars of federal debt and money printing, why the number of 

start-ups has declined, and why are workers losing out. 

 
Rights Sold/ Publisher: English - Wiley 
                                          Korea - The Book In My Life 
                                          Taiwan - Business Weekly 
                                         Spain / Catalan - Press Roca Editorial 
                                         Portugal - Saída de Emergência 
                                         Brazil - pending 
Publication Date: Fall 2018  

 
About the Author 
 

Jonathan Tepper is Chief Investment Officer at Prevatt Capital and the co-author of bestsellers Code Red and 

Endgame. Jonathan earned a BA with Highest Honors in History and Economics from the University of 

North Carolina at Chapel Hill, and a M.Litt. in Modern History from the University of Oxford. Jonathan is a 

Rhodes Scholar. Denise Hearn is an advisor, writer, and project catalyzer who works with asset owners, 

institutional investors and organizations who want to use their resources to support a more equitable future. 

 

Jonathan Tepper & Denise Hearn is represented by Sam Hiyate.
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Tears Over Russia 
 

by Lisa Brahin Weinblatt 
 
Tears Over Russia: A Pogrom Saga brings to life a remarkable story in 

danger of being lost and a little-known history that prefigured one of 

humanity’s great catastrophes. Between 1917 and 1921, approximately 

20 years before the Holocaust began, between 100,000 and 250,000 Jews 

were murdered in pogroms in the Ukraine. It’s a dark era few remember 

because almost nothing has been written on it. Until now. Author Lisa 

Brahin Weinblatt grew up transfixed by her grandmother Channa’s 

stories about her family being forced to flee their hometown of 

Stavishche in the Ukraine as bandits began to roam the countryside, 

killing Jewish residents. In vivid detail, Channa described a perilous 

three-year journey through Russia and Romania, led by a gallant 

American who had snuck into the Ukraine to save his family and ended 

up leading an exodus of the town’s Jewish people. As an adult, Brahin 

Weinblatt wanted to share this story with the world. The problem? A 

nearly complete lack of published sources to validate her grandmother’s 

tales. This led her on her own incredible journey as she worked with 

curators around the world to find elusive documents and interviewed her 

grandmother’s childhood friends and neighbors to fill in the gaps of what 

happened in Stavishche. The resulting book is one of the first thoroughly researched family narrative 

accounts to not only shine light on a tragically forgotten period of Jewish history but to bring it to life in a 

narrative almost too strange and fantastic to be true. 

 
Rights Sold: World English 
Publisher: Pegasus 
Publication Date: Summer 2022 

 
About the Author 
 

Lisa Brahin Weinblatt is an accomplished Jewish genealogist and researcher. Inspired as a young girl by 

Alex Haley’s family saga Roots, she spent many childhood summers audio-taping the stories of her maternal 

grandmother’s traumatic childhood during the Post-Revolutionary pogroms in Russia. Those tapes were the 

primary source for her book, Tears Over Russia. A capable public speaker, she received a BA in speech 

communications from George Washington University’s Columbian College. She was the runner-up to the 

university’s prestigious Isaac Davis Award in Public Speaking. Ms. Brahin Weinblatt is a long-time member 

of the Author’s Guild. Her articles have appeared in The Asbury Park Press, in The New Jersey Jewish News 

and on JewishGen.org, the premier website of Jewish genealogy. Since 2000, the author has worked as a 

two-town project coordinator for JewishGen.org’s award-winning Yizkor Book Project (Holocaust Memorial 

Book Project). Ms. Brahin Weinblatt has also been named a double town leader in the Ukraine RD--Ukraine 

Research Division (Pochaev; Stavishche). This database, one of JewishGen.org’s largest undertakings that 

assists those researching Jewish genealogy in the Gubernyas of the former Russian Empire, now in Ukraine, 

is available to the public and posted internationally. 

 

Lisa Brahin Weinblatt is represented by Kathryn Willms.
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Glory Guitars  
 

by Gogo Germaine 
 
 In GLORY GUITARS, Gogo and her crusty coven perform a vivid 

spectrum of misbehavior as manic teens in the Fort Collins, Colorado 

punk scene, from guttering themselves up with illegal tattoos to valiantly 

holding up their end of the battle in Reagan’s War on Drugs--two 

guesses whose side they were on. In this underbelly of adolescence, 

music is God and the rest is a mush and a rush of nihilism. It’s from the 

nest of modern-day motherhood (and a scarier world) that Gogo 

remembers the soaring highs and visceral lows of her adolescence with 

frenetic joy, the urge to exalt even her worst experiences, and the 

eventual common sense to tell the difficult truth of being a rebel girl in a 

toxic male world. 

 
Rights Sold: World English  
Publisher: University of Hell Press 
Publication Date: Spring 2022  

 
 
About the Author 
 

Gogo Germaine is Erin Barnes, a Denver-based writer of memoir, speculative fiction, music journalism, 

lifestyle, and travel. A synesthete, PR wing woman, mother, and Colorado native, she penned a travel book 

of quick escapes from the city called Easy Weekend Getaways from Denver and Boulder, out now with 

Countryman Press/W.W. Norton. She’s currently the editor of Cramped!, an anthology on the Cramps to 

become the first published book by iconic Denver art zine, Birdy. Her recent bylines include an essay about 

finding friendship with her husband's girlfriend in Men's Health, a rant in Syfy about being sorted in 

Slytherine house, and a practical guide to recreating synesthesia for OK Whatever. Erin was honored as one 

of Westword’s 100 Colorado Creatives and 303 Magazine’s 70 Colorado Creatives. To learn more, visit 

www.erinkbarnes.com, or follow Gogo's Instagram page @gogo.germaine 

 

Gogo Germaine is represented by Natalie Kimber.
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Hemingway's Widow: The Life 
and Legacy of Mary Walsh 
Hemingway 

 

by Timothy Christian 
 
A stunning portrait of the complicated woman who becomes Ernest 

Hemingway's fourth wife, tracing her adventures before she meets Ernest, 

exploring the tumultuous years of their marriage, and evoking her 

merrywidowhood as she shapes Hemingway's literary legacy. 

Mary Welsh, a celebrated wartime journalist during the London Blitz and the 

liberation of Paris, meets Ernest Hemingway in May 1944. He becomes so 

infatuated with Mary that he asks her to marry him the third time they meet—

although they are married to other people. Eventually, she succumbs to Ernest's 

campaign, and in the last days of the war joined him at his estate in Cuba.  

Through Mary's eyes, we see Ernest Hemingway in a fresh light. Their turbulent 

marriage survives his cruelty and abuse, perhaps because of their sexual 

compatibility and her essential contribution to his writing. She reads and types 

his work each day—and makes plot suggestions. She becomes crucial to his 

work and he depends upon her critical reading of his work to know if he has it 

right.  

We watch the Hemingways as they travel to the ski country of the Dolomites, commute to Harry's Bar in Venice; attend 

bullfights in Pamplona and Madrid; go on safari in Kenya in the thick of the Mau Mau Rebellion; and fish the blue 

waters of the gulf stream off Cuba in Ernest's beloved boat Pilar. We see Ernest fall in love with a teenaged Italian 

countess and wonder at Mary's tolerance of the affair.  

We witness Ernest's sad decline and Mary's efforts to avoid the stigma of suicide by claiming his death was an accident. 

In the years following Ernest's death, Mary devotes herself to his literary legacy, negotiating with Castro to reclaim 

Ernest's manuscripts from Cuba, publishing one-third of his work posthumously. She supervises Carlos Baker's 

biography of Ernest, sues A. E. Hotchner to try and prevent him from telling the story of Ernest's mental decline, and 

spends years writing her memoir in her penthouse overlooking the New York skyline.  

Her story is one of an opinionated woman who smokes Camels, drinks gin, swears like a man, sings like Edith Piaf, 

loves passionately, and experiments with gender fluidity in her extraordinary life with Ernest. This true story reads like 

a novel— and the reader will be hard pressed not to fall for Mary. 
 

Rights Sold: English (USA) 
Publisher: Pegasus 
Publication Date: Spring 2022 
 

About the Author 
 

Timothy Christian graduated as a Commonwealth Scholar from King’s College, Cambridge. During a varied legal 

career, he served as a law professor and Dean at the Faculty of Law at the University of Alberta and a visiting professor 

in Japan and Taiwan . Christian read A Moveable Feast in the cafes of Aix-en-Provence when he was a young man 

studying French. Realizing that no one had written deeply about Mary Welsh Hemingway, Christian began researching 

her story–and discovered a woman vital to Hemingway’s art. Christian is married to a lawyer and abstract artist, 

Kathryn Dykstra, and lives in a Mediterranean microclimate on Vancouver Island’s beautiful Saanich Inlet. 

 

Christian Timothy is represented by Sam Hiyate.
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Play it Right: The Remarkabble 
Story of a Gambler Who Beat 
the Odds on Wall Street 

 

by Kamal Gupta 
 
A real-life underdog tale of one man turning the tables on the casinos 

and Wall Street without selling his soul to the devil 

All around the world, the words “Wall Street” conjure up a powerful 

image. For some, it is the center of America’s capitalist system and the 

engine of its economic growth.For others, it is the home of rapacious 

bankers and reckless traders whose greed would lead to a global 

financial crisis. For an Indian-born blackjack player, Wall Street 

represented something else entirely — a chance for him to play in the 

largest casino in the world.  

Kamal Gupta’s improbable journey, from a wide-eyed Indian immigrant 

to an ultimate insider in the rarefied world of investment banks and 

hedge funds, is a uniquely American story. Nowhere else would it have 

been possible for a scrawny computer scientist to enter the world of high 

finance solely on the basis of his gambling abilities.  

After spending seven years creating an investment methodology, Gupta went on an incredible run, generating 

an unprecedented 103 consecutive months of positive returns while managing money at large hedge funds. 

His success did not go unnoticed, and he found himself under constant pressure to take bigger risks to make 

even more money. He refused and always played it right, knowing that there was such a thing as “enough” 

money, something very few, if any, of his Wall Street peers understood.  

Much like Maria Konnikova’s bestseller, The Biggest Bluff, Play It Right isn’t so much about money as it is 

about the human condition and beating the odds, whether at a casino, on Wall Street, or in life itself. 

 
Rights Sold/ Publisher: World English (Excl. Indian Subcontinent) - ECW 
                                          English India - Bloomsbury India 
Publication Date: Summer 2022 

 
About the Author 
 

KAMAL GUPTA earned an undergraduate degree in electrical engineering from the Indian Institute of 

Technology in New Delhi — entering the elite institution after only completing eleventh grade — and 

received a master’s in computer science from the University of Wisconsin-Madison in just 11 months. Bored 

in the tech world, he turned himself into a professional blackjack player. An unexpected turn of events 

brought him to Wall Street, where for over two decades he beat the odds in every imaginable way. Gupta 

lives in the greater New York City area with his family. 

 

Kamal Gupta is represented by Sam Hiyate.
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Do Trees Have Mommies? 
 

by Charles Bongers 
 
In this whimsical picture book, Bongers translates scientific knowledge 

about the kinship structures of the forest for children ages 3 to 6 years. 

Research shows the earlier you introduce a child to nature the more 

likely they are to have a deep-rooted connection with it. DO TREES 

HAVE MOMMIES? establishes an analogy between a “mother tree” and 

the child’s own mother. It helps them better understand that a mother 

tree is as safe, giving and nurturing as their own mother’s unconditional 

love for them. But more importantly, this book introduces the child to 

the wonders of nature so they can one day be nature’s guardians and play 

an active role in sustaining mother earth. 

"This book will help a child to build a lifelong connection to nature by 

learning about the secret and tender life of trees and the magical web of 

life that surrounds and supports us.”—TARA ZUPANCIC, MPH, Public 

Health Scientist 

 
Rights Sold: North America 
Publisher: Douglas & McIntyre 
Publication Date:  

 
 
About the Author 
 

Charles has always had a deep connection to nature, especially with trees. He’s spent many years studying 

how trees communicate with each other and the world around them. Charles is the founder and creative 

director of Charles Bongers+Co., a boutique brand design and illustration studio with emphasis on eco-tech, 

enviro-nature, wellness and artisanal “of the earth” products and services. He is the brand creative advisor to 

Woodfield True Nature Campus, a charity dedicated to supporting families experiencing chronic illness. 

Charles also serves as the creative director of Wild Entrust Africa, a wildlife conservation trust in Botswana 

dedicated to supporting the long-term viability of threatened wildlife populations and their critical habitats. 

 

Charles Bongers is represented by Sam Hiyate.
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Becoming Brigitta 
 

by Kalena Miller 
 
Shannon and her two best friends spend every summer at the local 

community theater. Elise is the actress, Fatima works the sound booth, 

and Shannon crafts costumes and props. But when the director overhears 

Shannon singing, he encourages her to come out from the wings and 

show the world what she can do.  

At first, Shannon is hesitant. As a twelve-year-old living with Obsessive 

Compulsive Disorder, routines are important. But when she braves the 

audition, she discovers that center stage is the one place where she 

doesn’t feel anxious. She lands the role of Brigitta von Trapp in The 

Sound of Music, and everyone is ecstatic…except Elise.  

To make matters worse, Shannon’s eccentric grandmother moves in with 

her and Mom after a fluke house fire. Grandma Ruby has an opinion 

about everything, from how to treat OCD to the best methods for 

memorizing lines. There’s squabbling at home, angry friends at the 

theater, and frustrating therapy assignments. What was supposed to be 

the perfect summer is now falling apart.  

As opening night approaches, Shannon feels pressure to save her 

friendship, to make Mom and Grandma Ruby to start acting like grown-

ups, and to follow the old theatre adage: The Show Must Go On. 

 
Rights Sold: World English and Audio 
Publisher: Delacorte 
Publication Date: Spring 2023 

 
 
About the Author 
 

Kalena Miller grew up in College Station, TX with her mom, dad, and the most photographed hamster in 

history. After high school, she moved a thousand miles north to attend Carleton College, where she 

graduated summa cum laude with a Bachelors in Religious Studies. After a brief stint working as a behavior 

technician in Seattle, Kalena decided she missed school too much, so she spent the next two years pursuing 

her MFA in Creative Writing at Hamline University.  

Now that she is finally done with educational things (at least for the time being), Kalena lives in Hopkins, 

Minnesota with her husband, Kenny, and Toy Australian Shepherd, Toshley. She mostly writes middle grade 

and young adult contemporary fiction, though she could be bribed to produce some sub-par poetry. She loves 

books that will make her laugh and make her cry (preferably at the same time), and she firmly believes that 

all quality novels should feature a cat. Her debut YA novel, The Night When No One Had Sex, releases in 

Fall 2020 with Albert Whitman & Co. 

When she is not writing, Kalena enjoys tap dancing, scrapbooking, and watching an embarrassing amount of 

reality television. 

 

Kalena Miller is represented by Stacey Kondla.
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Mortimer: Rat Race to Space 
 

by Joan Marie Galat 
 
Mortimer, a journal-keeping rat on the International Space Station (ISS), 

is certain his species is better suited than humans when it comes to 

colonizing Mars. He aims to prove his point and elevate human 

perception of rats by conducting experiments and recording video for his 

YouTube channel. Despite his grand plan, things go awry. When forced 

to choose between saving his camera, or an astronaut, Mortimer faces 

new truths about dreams and friendship. 

Readers will enjoy Mortimer’s unpredictable, humorous antics, and find 

the science of living in space intriguing. Educators and booksellers will 

appreciate this novel’s tie-ins to science and physics curriculums, Next 

Generation Science Standards, and current space exploration.       

Joan's extensive research for this book included attending a Space X 

Falcon Heavy rocket launch at Cape Canaveral and taking part in 

astronaut-led tours. She has visited the Kennedy Space Center, Marshall 

Space Flight Center, and Johnson Space Center, and attended a Space 

Educator Education Conference, at NASA in Houston, which included 

behind-the-scenes access. 

 
Rights Sold: World English  
Publisher: DCB 
Publication Date: Fall 2022 

 
About the Author 
 

Joan Marie Galat is an international award-winning author whose career began at the age of 12, when she 

was hired as a paid newspaper columnist. Now with more than 20 books, her titles include a Canadian 

bestseller, international recognition, and translation into five languages. 

Joan’s upcoming releases include The Story of Malala Yousafzai, a biography for ages 6-8 that reveals this 

Nobel Peace Prize winner’s activism for girls’ education, despite being shot by the Taliban. Her title Dark 

Matters—Nature’s Reaction to Light Pollution promotes change by partnering science with personal stories 

to reveal how light at night impacts our world. Her book Solve This! Wild and Wacky Challenges for the 

Genius Engineer in You shows young readers how to solve unusual problems. 

Published by National Geographic Kids, Scholastic, Owlkids, and others, Joan is known for presenting 

complex information to young readers in approachable and engaging ways. Also a writer for adult audiences, 

Joan frequently wrote about activism during the nine years she served as contributing editor of the Alberta 

College of Social Workers magazine. 

A professional speechwriter, former radio show host, and frequent presenter, Joan has traveled across 

Canada, and from Australia to South Korea, to deliver literacy-building presentations based on her books. In 

2016, Joan spoke about the night sky environment at a United Nations event in Seoul. When not encouraging 

people to read, Joan enjoys stiltwalking and can sometimes be seen in costume at Edmonton festivals. 

 

Joan Marie Galat is represented by Stacey Kondla.
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Bugs for Breakfast 
 

by Mary  Boone 
 
Most North Americans would rather squish a bug than eat it. 

But roasted grubs are a favorite in Australia, the Batswana eat live 

termites, and stir-fried dragonflies are a delicacy in Indonesia. More than 

one-fourth of the world’s population eats insects—a practice called 

entomophagy. Bugs for Breakfast helps middle-grade readers understand 

the role insects fill in feeding people around the world. 

Readers will be introduced to the insect specialties and traditions of 

various countries. They'll discover how nutritious bugs can be and why 

dining on insects is more environmentally friendly than eating traditional 

protein sources. Kids will see how making small changes in their own 

diets could help ensure no one goes hungry. It even includes 12 insect 

recipes! 

No doubt about it: teachers, librarians, and parents are hungry for books 

that entice young readers to be active participants in science. 

Bugs for Breakfast may not completely remove the yuck-factor from the 

notion of eating bugs, but it will open young readers’ minds to what is 

happening in the world around them. 

 
Rights Sold: World English and Audio 
Publisher: Chicago Review Press 
Publication Date: Fall 2021 

 
 
About the Author 
 

Mary Boone has ridden an elephant, jumped out of an airplane, and baked dozens of cricket cookies—all in 

the interest of research for her books and magazine articles. She's written more than 50 nonfiction books for 

young readers, ranging from inventor biographers to how-to craft guides. Mary grew up on a farm in Iowa 

and spent many years writing and editing for daily newspapers. She now lives in Tacoma, Washington. 
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You and the Globe (provisional 
title) 

 

by Joan Marie Galat 
 
You and the Globe provides young readers with tools to help them 

become informed and effective activists. Along with a how-to guide for 

encouraging change on issues that impact people, animals, and the 

planet, it delivers essential human rights background, an overview of 

issues, and a look at how others tackle local, national, and international 

problems. With an approach that offers hope and perspective, this title 

grows the realization that every contribution matters. It empowers young 

readers by leading them to realize a multitude of ways exist to build 

change, from demanding legislation to inventing new technologies. 

Hope is delivered through stories that demonstrate progress and calls for 

action, such as “One thing you can do right now.” As their life 

experiences expand, readers will want to revisit You and the Globe. 

 
Rights Sold: World English   
Publisher: Beyond Words/ Aladdin 
Publication Date: Spring 2023 

 
 
About the Author 
 

Joan Marie Galat is an international award-winning author whose career began at the age of 12, when she 

was hired as a paid newspaper columnist. Now with more than 20 books, her titles include a Canadian 

bestseller, international recognition, and translation into five languages. 

Joan’s upcoming releases include The Story of Malala Yousafzai, a biography for ages 6-8 that reveals this 

Nobel Peace Prize winner’s activism for girls’ education, despite being shot by the Taliban. Her title Dark 

Matters—Nature’s Reaction to Light Pollution promotes change by partnering science with personal stories 

to reveal how light at night impacts our world. Her book Solve This! Wild and Wacky Challenges for the 

Genius Engineer in You shows young readers how to solve unusual problems. 

Published by National Geographic Kids, Scholastic, Owlkids, and others, Joan is known for presenting 

complex information to young readers in approachable and engaging ways. Also a writer for adult audiences, 

Joan frequently wrote about activism during the nine years she served as contributing editor of the Alberta 

College of Social Workers magazine. 

A professional speechwriter, former radio show host, and frequent presenter, Joan has traveled across 

Canada, and from Australia to South Korea, to deliver literacy-building presentations based on her books. In 

2016, Joan spoke about the night sky environment at a United Nations event in Seoul. When not encouraging 

people to read, Joan enjoys stiltwalking and can sometimes be seen in costume at Edmonton festivals. 

 

Joan Marie Galat is represented by Stacey Kondla.
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A Guide to Your Grief 
 

by Cole Imperi 
 
Grief isn’t an emotion, it’s possible to grieve things that don’t have a 

dead body, and some of the world’s most famous songs and paintings 

were made by people who were grieving—grief is a powerful force. It’s 

also interesting, transformative and something that unites us all—grief is 

something we all will experience. 

Middle-grade readers are old enough to understand and recognize some 

of the world’s more significant losses and tragedies, as well as those 

losses that are personal and hit closer to home. And with the worldwide 

pandemic, kids these days are experiencing loss and grief in 

unprecedented ways. 

This book is designed to meet the reader where they are, normalize the 

grief experience, and provide a warm, friendly space to chew on one of 

life’s biggest experiences. 

Young readers will not only learn all about grief, but also how to get 

through it. 

 
Rights Sold: World English 
Publisher: Kids Can Press 
Publication Date: Fall 2024 

 
 
About the Author 
 

Cole Imperi is a dual-certified thanatologist and one of America's leading experts on death, dying and grief. 

As a writer and podcast host, she is enthusiastically changing the way we approach death and dying in the 

United States, and teaches how to live a brighter life by embracing the light of loss. 

 

Cole Imperi is represented by Stacey Kondla.
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The Story of My Life Ongoing by 
C. S. Cobb 

 

by Candas Jane Dorsey 
 
Corey Cobb was born intersex, but because Corey's father and 

stepmother didn't make a big deal of it, it isn't until Corey's dad dies 

suddenly and Corey is back with a disapproving mother that making a 

gender choice becomes an issue. Corey is now legally old enough to 

refuse medical intervention--but not old enough to prevent "choosing not 

to choose" being considered by Corey's mother to be a psychiatric 

problem. While in the youth psych ward, Corey meets Kim, diagnosed 

as anorexic but really a victim of her mom's Munchausen's Syndrome-

by-Proxy. Together, the teens try to prove Kim's true problem, and in the 

process discover important, perhaps catastrophic, truths about each one's 

past. 

 
Rights Sold: World English 
Publisher: Inanna Publications 
Publication Date: Fall 2021 

 
 
About the Author 
 

Candas Jane Dorsey is an internationally-known, award-winning author of several novels, four poetry books; 

several anthologies edited/co-edited, and numerous published stories, poems, reviews, and critical essays. 

Her most recent fiction includes novels The Adventures of Isabel; What's the Matter with Mary Jane?; and 

The Man Who Wasn't There; and short fiction Vanilla and Other Stories and ICE and Other Stories. For 

fourteen years, she was the editor/publisher of the literary press, The Books Collective, including River 

Books and, for a time, Tesseract Books. She was founding president of SFCanada, and has been president of 

the Writers Guild of Alberta. She has received a variety of awards and honours for her books and short 

fiction, including most recently, the 2017 the WGA Golden Pen Award for Lifetime Achievement in the 

Literary Arts. She was inducted into the City of Edmonton Arts and Cultural Hall of Fame in 2019. She is 

also a community activist, advocate and leader who has served on many community boards and committees 

for working for neighbourhoods, heritage, social planning and human rights advocacy. She lives in 

Edmonton, Alberta. 
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Wrong Side of the Court 
 

by H. N. Khan 
 
Fifteen-year-old Fawad Chaudhry loves two things: basketball and his 

mother's potato and ground-beef stuffed parathas. Both are round and 

both help him forget about things like his dead father, growing up in 

Regent Park and his mother being hell-bent on arranging his marriage to 

his first cousin, Nusrat, back home in Pakistan. Not to mention his 

estranged best friend Yousuf who's coping with the shooting death of his 

older brother. Yeah, it's complicated. 

But Fawad has plans; like, asking out Ashley, even though she lives on 

the other side of the tracks, and saving his friend Arif from being beaten 

into a pulp for being the school flirt, and like making the school 

basketball team and dreaming of being the world’s first Pakistani to be 

drafted into the NBA. Now if only he could convince his mother to let 

him try out for the basketball team. Or that first-cousin marriages 

increase the risk of genetic disorders in babies and that he really likes 

Ashley. And if he could only get Omar, the neighborhood bully, to leave 

him alone... 

 
Rights Sold/ Publisher: North America - Penguin Canada Children's 
                                          Dutch - Querido 
Publication Date: Spring 2022 

 
 
About the Author 
 

HUMAYUN KHAN is a first-time author. Born in Pakistan, he immigrated to Canada at age seven and grew 

up in Regent Park, a low-income community housing project. After graduating with a business degree he 

decided to drop out of law school to pursue a career in Toronto's start-up scene. Since then, he's helped build 

and market software that's used by millions around the world. He is a recent graduate from Humber's School 

of Writer's correspondence program. 
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I'm Good and Other Lies 
 

by Bev Katz Rosenbaum 
 
Is it asking too much to live a typical twelfth grade existence? Kelsey 

Kendler just wants to earn some money for university, hang out with 

friends, maybe even snag a boyfriend. But her pill-popping mom and 

distant dad scare off anybody she tries to bring home, making those last 

two things feel impossible. 

Her part-time ice cream shop job’s a slog, but at least there, she can 

escape her parents’ constant fighting … until the COVID-19 pandemic 

forces a lockdown and she’s stuck at home with them 24/7. 

As the lockdown takes its toll on Kelsey’s mental health, she starts to see 

the appeal of her mom’s pills. She hates what they do to her mom, but 

numbing herself to the world seems like a pretty good idea right about 

now. Horrified to find herself following in her mom’s footsteps, she can 

only hope she’ll eventually figure out some other way to cope... 

 
Rights Sold: World English 
Publisher: DCB 
Publication Date: Fall 2021 

 
 
About the Author 
 

Bev Katz Rosenbaum is the author of the I Was a Teenage Popsicle series, Who is Tanksy?, and most 

recently, I’m Good and Other Lies. She has taught creative writing at Centennial College and is an award-

winning publishing industry veteran. Rosenbaum, a devoted coffee-drinker and chocoholic, spends her 

downtime reading, baking, and watching movies. She currently lives in Toronto, ON. 
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The Hill 
 

by Ali Bryan 
 
In the near future, a group of girls survive by their own wits and follow 

the laws of the Manual on the Hill, a reclaimed garbage dump they call 

home. The cardinal rule? Men and boys spell danger. After a Departure 

Ceremony releases the eleven oldest girls back to the Mainland, Wren 

becomes their new leader, and she's desperate to do a good job. So, when 

one of the girls goes missing only a few hours into her new position, 

Wren makes the fateful decision to leave the Hill in search of the girl - 

only to encounter boys for the first time in her life. Is it a coincidence, 

then, that the Hill is attacked while she's gone? In order to survive and 

lead her community, Wren must sort fact from fiction, ally from enemy, 

and opportunity from threat. The Hill is a feminist dystopian novel that 

explores gender, power, and the search for truth in a world defined by 

scarcity, distrust, and gender politics. Gritty and compassionate, Bryan's 

unforgettable novel shines a light on the consequences of consumerism 

and environmental neglect while reminding us what it takes to be a girl 

in this world. 

 
Rights Sold: World English 
Publisher: Dottir Press  
Publication Date: December 2020 

 
 
About the Author 
 

Ali Bryan's first novel, Roost, won the Georges Bugnet Award for Fiction and was the official selection of 

One Book Nova Scotia 2014. Her second novel, The Figgs, was released in the spring of 2018. Her non-

fiction has been shortlisted for the Jon Whyte Memorial Essay Prize and longlisted for the CBC Creative 

Non-Fiction Prize. She is a certified personal trainer and lives with her family in Calgary. 
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The Limitless Sky 
 

by Christina Kilbourne 
 
Trapped in a life she didn’t choose, 15-year-old Wren struggles to find meaning 

in her appointed role as the Apprentice Keeper. Even though her mother soothes 

her with legends of the Outside and her father assures her there are many 

interesting facts to discover in the Archives, Wren sees only endless years of 

tracking information nobody cares about and nobody will ever need.  

One day, while completing an assignment, Wren discovers historic footage of 

the Chosen Ones arriving in ArHK and she begins to realize her mother’s 

legends are more than bedtime stories. She discovers she is not the only one 

trapped in a life she didn’t choose. Her entire world, and everyone in it, is also 

trapped in a long-forgotten facility. That’s when Wren begins her perilous and 

heartbreaking search for the limitless sky. 

Gage is also trapped. Although he lives on the frontier line with his family, his 

is a life of constant moving and constant danger. Working with the other Scouts, 

16-year-old Gage searches for the Ship of Knowledge to help his society regain 

the wonders of the long distant past when machines transported people across 

the land, illnesses could be cured and human structures rose high into the sky.  

While exploring the ancient ruins of Washington with his scouting party, Gage 

becomes trapped in an underground maze of abandoned hallways and strange 

rooms. Lost, injured and alone in the dark, Gage discovers a computing 

machine, a fabled artefact revered by the great Scholars from the Middle. 

Through this machine Gage finally finds the help he needs – a girl named Wren 

claiming to be from a place called ArHK.  

But what is ArHK and, more importantly, where is ArHK? 

Gage and Wren begin a feverish correspondence to discover each other and understand one another’s very different 

worlds. They quickly realize they must work together in order to escape their respective traps and find a way back to the 

limitless sky. 
 

Rights Sold: World English 
Publisher: Dundurn 
Publication Date: Spring 2022 
 

About the Author 

Christina Kilbourne is an award-winning author of young adult, juvenile, and adult literary fiction. Her novel, Dear Jo, 

won three young reader's choice awards in Canada in the same year - one in Manitoba, one in Saskatchewan and one in 

British Columbia. It was also nominated for a New York State young reader's choice award. 

Born in Southwestern Ontario, she graduated with an Honours BA in English Literature and Anthropology from the 

University of Western Ontario, and received her Master’s degree in Creative Writing and English Literature from the 

University of Windsor, Ontario. 

Upon graduating, Christina travelled through Africa, Mexico, Central and South America and spent two years in New 

Zealand. She still enjoys travelling and takes every opportunity to hit the road, preferably to tropical climates. 

Her writing has been translated into Slovenian, Ukrainian, Portuguese and Spanish. She is a member of The Writers 

Union of Canada. Her most recent novel SAFE HARBOUR has been shortlisted for the 2021 Red Maple Award. 

Christina currently lives in Bracebridge, Ontario where, when she is not writing, she spends as much time as possible 

outdoors - rowing, paddling, cycling, skiing and hiking. 

 

Christina Kilbourne is represented by Stacey Kondla.
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